
Indoor Hollywood A Flower Name

$1200.00 per Price

Indoor Hollywood A Flower Video.mp4 Video

This is a COOKIES Strain Bag Appeal

INDICA HYBRID Strain Type

Greenhouse Grow Type

Delivers strong cerebrally focused effects with a sweet, earthy flavor. A subtle floral aroma sits
underneath the dominant smell of lemon and diesel. 

Overview
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https://files.plytix.com/api/v1.1/rn/public_files/pim/assets/bb/ba/f7/63/63f7babbd4581d000152b1b2/videos/37/a4/a7/64/64a7a43719a3ff3081a028a6/Hollywood%20THCA%20Video.mp4/Indoor%20Hollywood%20A%20Flower%20Video.mp4
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Indoor Ice Cream Cake A Flower Name

$1450.00 per Price

Indoor Ice Cream Cake A Flower Video.MP4 Video

This bud has medium dense grape-shaped forest green nugs with thick orange hairs and
frosty white crystal trichomes. 

Bag Appeal

Dessert gas, vanilla, pastry, spice, nutty, cheese, cream Aroma

INDICA Strain Type

Indoor Grow Type

THCA: The high starts with a rush of cerebral effects that lift your mind into a state of pure
happiness and ease, pushing out any negative or racing thoughts immediately. Soon after, a
relaxing body high will start to creep into your physical form, leaving you falling deeper and
deeper into a couch-locked state of sedation before you eventually begin to drift away. 

Cannabinoid

Ice Cream Cake is said to be perfect for treating those suffering from depression, chronic pain,
insomnia, and nausea or appetite loss. 

Overview
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https://files.plytix.com/api/v1.1/rn/public_files/pim/assets/bb/ba/f7/63/63f7babbd4581d000152b1b2/videos/d1/4b/e8/64/64e84bd11acc3b546740c45a/Ice%20Cream%20Cake%20THCA%20Flower%20Video.MP4/Indoor%20Ice%20Cream%20Cake%20A%20Flower%20Video.MP4
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Indoor Strawberry Trufflez A Flower Name

$1650.00 per Price

Indoor Strawberry Trufflez A Flower Video.mp4 Video

Large to medium sized vividly green buds with orange pistils dripping in trichomes. Super
frosty, super sticky. 

Bag Appeal

Fruity, tart, dessert, floral, pine, vanilla, strawberry, Aroma

HYBRID Strain Type

Indoor Grow Type

Cross of Strawberry Cough and White Trufflez. Bright green with frosty white trichomes
glistening throughout. Loud strawberry notes. 

Overview
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https://files.plytix.com/api/v1.1/rn/public_files/pim/assets/bb/ba/f7/63/63f7babbd4581d000152b1b2/videos/b3/e0/ca/64/64cae0b30635ebcbfc5c8b32/Strawberry%20Trufflez.mp4/Indoor%20Strawberry%20Trufflez%20A%20Flower%20Video.mp4
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Indoor Black Runtz A Flower Name

$1750.00 per Price

Indoor Black Runtz A Flower Video.mp4 Video

Large to medium sized buds. Purple and green deep coloration. Dripping in trichomes, good
density. Prominent orange pistils. 

Bag Appeal

Creamy citrus, grape, lemon, sweet berry, classic candy Runtz nose. Aroma

INDICA Strain Type

THCA Cannabinoid

Black Runtz effects makes people feel relaxed, happy, and aroused. Overview
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https://files.plytix.com/api/v1.1/rn/public_files/pim/assets/bb/ba/f7/63/63f7babbd4581d000152b1b2/videos/aa/e6/ca/64/64cae6aa0635ebcbfc5c8c6a/Black%20Runtz.mp4/Indoor%20Black%20Runtz%20A%20Flower%20Video.mp4
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Indoor Tropsanto A Flower Name

$1650.00 per Price

Indoor Tropsanto A Flower Video.MP4 Video

Nice dense green buds, large to medium sized buds. Grape shaped olive green buds with vivid
red orange hairs. Lime green tones and nice trichome content. 

Bag Appeal

Herbal, OG, Nutty, Spicy, Sweet, Cookie/Pastry, Cinnamon, Almond. Aroma

INDICA Strain Type

Indoor Grow Type

You'll find your mind filled with a sense of expansive euphoria that helps ease away negative
moods or thoughts and replace them with a sense of heavy calm. 

Overview
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https://files.plytix.com/api/v1.1/rn/public_files/pim/assets/bb/ba/f7/63/63f7babbd4581d000152b1b2/videos/21/27/cf/64/64cf272106dc2df550b2a19b/Tropsanto%20THCA%20Flower%20Video.MP4/Indoor%20Tropsanto%20A%20Flower%20Video.MP4
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Indoor Gary Payton A Flower Name

$1850.00 per Price

Indoor Gary Payton A Flower Video.mp4 Video

Large to medium bright green buds dripping with frosty trichomes and showcasing bright
orange pistils, some slight purple undertones scattered about. Sticky vividly green buds. 

Bag Appeal

Strong diesel gas nose, spicy pepper, pinesol, chem Aroma

HYBRID Strain Type

Energizing strain that may lend its potential for a long-lasting calm effect that may soothe the
mind and body. Calm effect ideal to spark creativity. 

Overview
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https://files.plytix.com/api/v1.1/rn/public_files/pim/assets/bb/ba/f7/63/63f7babbd4581d000152b1b2/videos/0f/ea/ca/64/64caea0f0635ebcbfc5c8ccf/Gary%20Payton.mp4/Indoor%20Gary%20Payton%20A%20Flower%20Video.mp4
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Greenhouse Cherry Fritter A Flower Name

$1400.00 per Price

Greenhouse Cherry Fritter A Flower Video.MP4 Video

Cherry Fritter buds are beautiful, too, with long spade-shaped forest green nugs that are
dotted with plenty of thin reddish amber hairs and a coating of super sticky resin. 

Bag Appeal

Berry, Cherry, Coffee, Earthy, Herbal, Sweet Aroma

HYBRID Strain Type

Greenhouse Grow Type

THCA Cannabinoid

The Cherry Fritter high will hit you almost as soon as you exhale, lifting your spirits and infusing
you with an almost tingly frenzied euphoria. 

Overview
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https://files.plytix.com/api/v1.1/rn/public_files/pim/assets/bb/ba/f7/63/63f7babbd4581d000152b1b2/videos/36/f5/cf/64/64cff53606dc2df550b2aae6/Cherry%20Fritter%20THCA%20Flower%20Video.MP4/Greenhouse%20%20Cherry%20Fritter%20A%20Flower%20Video.MP4
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Indoor Forbidden Runtz A Flower Name

$2400.00 per Price

Indoor Forbidden Runtz A Flower Video.MP4 Video

This bud has dense spade-shaped emerald green nugs with lots of long, dark orange hairs
and a coating of chunky, frosty white crystal trichomes. 

Bag Appeal

Berry, Earthy, Fruity, Sweet, Woody, Runtz, Citrus, Tropical, Exotic, Candy, Gas Aroma

INDICA Strain Type

Indoor Grow Type

THCA Cannabinoid

A calming physical high accompanies this heady lift, helping to relax your entire body with a
light tingle that can quickly become arousing at times. 

Overview
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https://files.plytix.com/api/v1.1/rn/public_files/pim/assets/bb/ba/f7/63/63f7babbd4581d000152b1b2/videos/08/44/cf/64/64cf44080635ebcbfc5d19be/Forbidden%20Runtz%20THCA%20Video.MP4/Indoor%20Forbidden%20Runtz%20A%20Flower%20Video.MP4
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Indoor Purple Octane A Flower Name

$2400.00 per Price

Indoor Purple Octane A Flower Video.MP4 Video

Completely covered in crystal like trichomes, super frosty. Punch in the face nose, purple,
forrest green, orange dense buds. Medium sized consistent. Sticky and shiny. 

Bag Appeal

Incredibly powerful nose, diesel gas, grapes, cream, berries, spicy, sweet. This is a 10/10. Absolute
punch in the face. 

Aroma

INDICA Strain Type

Indoor Grow Type

THCA Cannabinoid

Sudden feeling lifted and euphoric out of nowhere, without a care in the world. A light tingle
will begin within your body, growing into a full buzz. 

Overview
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https://files.plytix.com/api/v1.1/rn/public_files/pim/assets/bb/ba/f7/63/63f7babbd4581d000152b1b2/videos/59/41/cf/64/64cf41595b1b5fec27627ea4/Purple%20Octane%20THCA%20Video.MP4/Indoor%20Purple%20Octane%20A%20Flower%20Video.MP4
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Indoor London Pound Cake A Flower Name

$1400.00 per Price

Indoor London Pound Cake A Flower Video.MP4 Video

This bud has dense spade-shaped olive green nugs with lots of thin orange hairs and a
coating of tiny frosty amber crystal trichomes. Larger buds through. 

Bag Appeal

Berry, Earthy, Grape, Herbal, Pine, Spicy Aroma

INDICA Strain Type

Indoor Grow Type

: You'll feel a light lift at the onset of the high that fills you with a calming sense of centered
focus, gently easing away negative or racing thoughts immediately. As your mind settles, a
relaxing body high will sneak up on you, lulling you into a slightly couch-locked state that
doesn't cause too much sedation or sleepiness at all. 

Cannabinoid

The London Poundcake high is just as delightful as the flavor, with calming and centered
effects that are both relaxing and lifting in nature. 

Overview
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https://files.plytix.com/api/v1.1/rn/public_files/pim/assets/bb/ba/f7/63/63f7babbd4581d000152b1b2/videos/1f/d4/e7/64/64e7d41f31eb5911dc511afc/London%20Pound%20Cake%20THCA%20Video.MP4/Indoor%20London%20Pound%20Cake%20A%20Flower%20Video.MP4
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Indoor Grape Gas A Flower Name

$1650.00 per Price

Indoor Grape Gas A Flower Video.MP4 Video

This bud has dense grape-shaped oversized bright neon green nugs with dark purple
undertones, thin orange hairs and a coating of frosty, chunky purple-white tinted trichomes. 

Bag Appeal

This bud packs a sweet and fruity berry grape flavor with hints of savory gasoline and dank
diesel. The aroma follows the same profile but to the extreme, with a heavy pungent diesel
overtone accented by spicy dank berries and earthy grapes. 

Aroma

Hybrid Strain Type

Indoor Grow Type

THCA: Creative, Euphoria, Happy, Relaxing, Uplifting Cannabinoid

This bud packs a sweet and fruity berry grape flavor with hints of savory gasoline and dank
diesel. The aroma follows the same profile but to the extreme, with a heavy pungent diesel
overtone accented by spicy dank berries and earthy grapes. The Grape Gasoline high hits just
as hard as the flavor, with energizing effects that quickly fade into happy soothing relaxation.
You'll feel a mental energy influx hit you a few minutes after your final exhale, launching
through your brain and pushing out any negative racing thoughts. You'll feel creative with a
light sense of focus that has you fading in and out of existence at times. A relaxing body high
comes next, washing over you and settling down aching or painful muscles and joints. In
combination with its high 21-28% average THC level, these effects make Grape Gasoline a great
choice for treating those suffering from conditions such as depression, chronic fatigue,
appetite loss or nausea, mood swings and chronic fatigue. This bud has dense grape-shaped

Overview
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https://files.plytix.com/api/v1.1/rn/public_files/pim/assets/bb/ba/f7/63/63f7babbd4581d000152b1b2/videos/ba/f3/e0/64/64e0f3ba06dc2df550b471fb/Gasified%20Grapes%20THCA%20Video.MP4/Indoor%20Grape%20Gas%20A%20Flower%20Video.MP4


oversized bright neon green nugs with dark purple undertones, thin orange hairs and a
coating of frosty, chunky purple-white tinted trichomes. 
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Greenhouse Goji Gushers A Flower Name

$1200.00 per Price

Greenhouse Goji Gushers A Flower Video.MP4 Video

. This bud has thick rounded fluffy minty green nugs with dark olive undertones, long thin
orange hairs and a coating of tiny white crystal trichomes. 

Bag Appeal

Citrus, Earthy, Herbal, Sour, Spicy, Tropical Aroma

HYBRID Strain Type

Greenhouse Grow Type

THCA: Body High, Creative, Euphoria, Giggly, Tingly, Uplifting Cannabinoid

The Goji Gushers high is just as bright as the flavor, with effects that hit both mind and body,
launching you into a giddy state of euphoria that is totally pain-free in nature. You'll feel
motivated and creative with a giddy sense that has you fading in and out of focus, falling
victim to fits of giggles before you even realize what's happening. A tingly body high
accompanies this heady lift, relaxing your aching muscles without causing any sedation in the
slightest 

Overview
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https://files.plytix.com/api/v1.1/rn/public_files/pim/assets/bb/ba/f7/63/63f7babbd4581d000152b1b2/videos/13/fa/e0/64/64e0fa13dbeb1f2b7db11030/Sour%20Gushers%20Video.MP4/Greenhouse%20Goji%20Gushers%20A%20Flower%20Video.MP4
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Indoor Gelato 41 A Flower Name

$1450.00 per Price

Indoor Gelato 41 A Flower Video.MP4 Video

This bud has heart-shaped forest green nugs with thin orange hairs, dusty undertones and
golden-white trichomes. 

Bag Appeal

Gelato 41 has a super sweet and fruity creamy vanilla flavor with touches of sour citrusy lemon
and earthy woods. 

Aroma

SATIVA Strain Type

The Gelato 41 high will settle in a few minutes after your final delicious toke, filling your mind
with an expansive sense of happiness. This inner bliss will push out any negative moods or
racing thoughts, replacing them with happy creativity and a touch of focus. A deep physical
calm accompanies this heady lift, helping to keep your body settled as your mind fades away. 

Overview
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https://files.plytix.com/api/v1.1/rn/public_files/pim/assets/bb/ba/f7/63/63f7babbd4581d000152b1b2/videos/51/dd/e7/64/64e7dd514eb2db706ab24845/Gelato%2041%20Video.MP4/Indoor%20Gelato%2041%20A%20Flower%20Video.MP4
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Indoor Zookies A Flower Name

$1250.00 per Price

Indoor Zookies A Flower Video.MP4 Video

Zookies buds have dense rounded olive green nugs with dark purple undertones, thin orange
hairs, and a coating of frosty thick white crystal trichomes. 

Bag Appeal

This bud has a sweet sand spicy peppery cookie flavor with a light earthy exhale. The aroma is
very earthy and floral with a rich peppery cookie overtone that's accented by tropical fruits
and spices. 

Aroma

HYBRID Strain Type

Greenhouse Grow Type

: Body High, Calming, Relaxing, Sleepy, Uplifting Cannabinoid

Zookies is said to be perfect for treating those suffering from conditions such as insomnia,
chronic pain, depression, muscle spasms or cramps, and nausea or appetite loss. 

Overview
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https://files.plytix.com/api/v1.1/rn/public_files/pim/assets/bb/ba/f7/63/63f7babbd4581d000152b1b2/videos/96/e4/e7/64/64e7e496cb15696e05ec5ef6/Zookies%20Video%20.MP4/Indoor%20Zookies%20A%20Flower%20Video.MP4
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Indoor Jealousy Mintz A Flower Name

$1450.00 per Price

Indoor Jealousy Mintz A Flower Video.MP4 Video

Jealousy Mintz is a deliciously green and purple strain with dense, resin-coated buds that burst
with fruity flavor. 

Bag Appeal

Jealousy Mintz features aromas like grape, citrus, and skunk. Aroma

INDICA Strain Type

Indoor Grow Type

: Jealousy Mintz effects include feeling relaxed, happy, and euphoric. Medical marijuana
patients often choose Jealousy Mintz when dealing with symptoms associated with stress,
insomnia, and pain. 

Cannabinoid

Jealousy Mintz features flavors like grape, citrus, and skunk. The dominant terpene of this strain
is myrcene, which contributes to its sedating and anti-inflammatory properties. 

Overview
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https://files.plytix.com/api/v1.1/rn/public_files/pim/assets/bb/ba/f7/63/63f7babbd4581d000152b1b2/videos/fc/e1/e7/64/64e7e1fcd997fd042987bf5a/Jealousy%20Mintz%20Video.MP4/Indoor%20Jealousy%20Mintz%20A%20Flower%20Video.MP4
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